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Coherent quantum transport in narrow constrictions in the presence of a finite-range
longitudinally polarized time-dependent field

C. S. Tang and C. S. Chu
Department of Electrophysics, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu 30010, Taiwan, Republic of China

~Received 23 October 1998; revised manuscript received 1 February 1999!

We have studied the quantum transport in a narrow constriction acted upon by a finite-range longitudinally
polarized time-dependent electric field. The electric field induces coherent inelastic scatterings that involve
both intrasubband and intersideband transitions. Subsequently, the dc conductanceG is found to exhibit
suppressed features. These features are recognized as the quasi-bound-state~QBS! features that are associated
with electrons making transitions to the vicinity of a subband bottom, of which the density of states is singular.
Having valleylike instead of diplike structures, these QBS features are different from theG characteristics for
constrictions acted upon by a finite-range time-modulated potential. In addition, the subband bottoms in the
time-dependent electric-field region are shifted upward by an energy proportional to the square of the electric
field and inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. This effective potential barrier is originated
from the square of the vector potential, and it leads to the interesting field-sensitive QBS features. An experi-
mental setup is proposed for the observation of these features.@S0163-1829~99!01827-5#
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Quantum transport in mesoscopic systems has rece
much attention in recent years. Among the most studied
soscopic structures is the quantum point contact~QPC!, due
to its simple configuration. In such QPC systems, the lat
energy is quantized into subbands, giving rise to a quant
conductanceG.1–3 These QPC’s can be created electrost
cally by negatively biasing the split gates located on top o
GaAs-AlxGa12xAs heterostructure.1–3

The QPC can be pictured as a narrow constriction c
necting adiabatically at each end to a two-dimensional e
tron gas~2DEG!,4,5 as depicted in Fig. 1. The energy leve
in the narrow constriction are quantized into on
dimensional subbands, which density of states~DOS! is sin-
gular at a subband bottom. In the presence of an attrac
scatterer, such singular DOS gives rise to dip structure
G,6–12 which is associated with the impurity-induced qua
band states7 ~QBS’s! formed just beneath a subband botto

Recently, there has been growing interest in the tim
dependent responses of QPC structures. The time-depen
fields that act upon the QPC’s can be transvers
polarized,13–24 longitudinally polarized,25 or without polar-
ization but represented by time-dependent potentials.26,27 In
all these studies, the region acted upon by the tim
dependent fields has dimensions shorter than the incohe
mean free path, so that electrons undergo predominately
herent inelastic scatterings within the region. Several in
esting effects have been studied. First, the mechanism
time-modulated electron pumping has been proposed13 in an
unbiased asymmetric QPC, which is acted upon by a tim
dependent transverse field. Second, the effects of pho
assisted processes on the quantum transport is studied14–20

The QPC considered is unbiased, has varying widths, an
acted upon by a time-dependent transverse field. More
cently, QBS features are predicted to occur in a narrow c
striction, which is acted upon by a time-depende
potential.26,27These QBS features are of similar physical o
gin as the impurity-induced QBS.6–12
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~3!/1830~7!/$15.00
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Several methods have been developed to explore the t
modulated phenomena in QPC’s. Earlier attempts expan
the scattering wave function in terms of the adiabatic wa
functions of the QPC,13,25 and converted the time-depende
Schrödinger equation into a set of coupled differential equ
tions for the expansion coefficients. In striving for an an
lytic result, the authors had to ignore processes other t
one- or two-photon processes. Later on, a hybrid recurs
Green’s-function method was proposed.19,20 The formalism
allows, in principle, multi-photon processes to be incorp
rated systematically and numerically up to many orde
However, their calculation has neglected theA2 term in the
Schrödinger equation, whereA is the vector potential for the
time-dependent electric field. Thus intrinsic two-photon p
cesses have been neglected. Recently, a transfer-m
method has been devised to study the effect of a longitu
nally polarized time-dependent electric field on photo
assisted tunneling in double barrier structures.28 The poten-
tial that represents the electric field was sliced into piecew
uniform potentials, and the method involved cascading
transfer matrices due to each of these piecewise uniform
tentials. The focus of the work is on the scaling characte
tics of the photon frequency in the photon-assisted tunnel
In this work, we focus on the QBS characteristics instead.
utilizing a vector potential to represent the electric field, w
propose a matching scheme that avoids slicing the reg

FIG. 1. Sketch of the gated QPC, which is connected at e
end to a two-dimensional electron-gas electrode. The narrow c
striction is acted upon by an external longitudinally polarized tim
dependent electric field within millimeter wave range.
1830 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 1831COHERENT QUANTUM TRANSPORT IN NARROW . . .
covered by the electric field. Thus our method is efficient a
allows detail analysis of the QBS features.

We note here that the situations we considered are dif
ent from those in which the source and the drain electro
are biased with an ac voltage.29–31In the latter situations, the
time-dependent fields cover a region also including the
ervoirs, which then is of a dimension longer than the inc
herent mean free path. Whether the QBS features sh
remain robust in these latter situations is an interesting is
and is left to further study.

In this paper, we study the quantum transport in a narr
constriction, which is acted upon by an external tim
dependent electric field. This electric field is chosen to
polarized longitudinally, with E(x,t)5E0 cos(vt)Q(L/2
2uxu) x̂, whereL denotes the range covered by the field a
x represents the transmission direction. The finiteness in
range of the electric field breaks the translational invarian
and hence allows the coherent inelastic scatterings no
conserve the longitudinal momentum.21,27On the other hand
the uniformity of the electric field in the transverse directi
allows only intrasubband transitions in the inelastic scat
ing processes and leaves the subband indexn intact.

In the following we select the energy unitE*
5\2kF

2/(2m* ), the length unita* 51/kF , the time unitt*
5\/E* , the frequency unitv* 51/t* , and the field ampli-
tudeE0 in units ofE* /(ea* ). Here2e denotes the charge o
an electron,m* represents the effective mass, andkF is a
typical Fermi wave vector of the reservoir. The tim
dependent Hamiltonian is of the formH5Hy1Hx(t), where
Hy52]2/]y21vy

2y2 contains a quadratic confinement. Th
quantized transverse energy levels are«n5(2n11)vy , and
the corresponding wave functions are denoted byfn(y).32

The time-dependent part of the HamiltonianHx(t) is given
by

Hx~ t !52F ]

]x
2

iE0

v
sin~vt !QS L

2
2uxu D G2

, ~1!

where the electric field is represented by a vector poten
For an nth subband electron incident upon the tim
modulated region from the left reservoir with a total ener
m, the scattering wave functions are of the formCn

1(x,t)
5c(x,t,mn)fn(y)exp(2imnt), where mn5m2«n , and the
subband index remains unchanged. The longitudinal
c(x,t,mn) of the scattering wave function can be casted i
the form

c~x,t,mn!5 expF iE 0
2

4v3 sin~2vt !G
3expF22E 0

v2 cos~vt !
]

]xGw~x,t,mn!, ~2!

which, when being substituted into Eq.~1! in the time-
modulated region, would lead to an effective Schro¨dinger
equation forw(x,t,mn), given by

i
]

]t
w~x,t,mn!5F2

]2

]x21
E 0

2

2v2Gw~x,t,mn!. ~3!

The effective Schro¨dinger equation ~3! satisfied by
w(x,t,mn) has a constant potential termE 0

2/2v2, which is
d
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from the square of the vector potential. This suggests that
electric field causes an effective potential barrier in the tim
modulated region, and this potential barrier depends on
amplitude and the frequency of the electric field. Making u
of the complete set of thew(x,t,mn) functions, we can write
down the general form of the longitudinal wave functio
c(x,t,mn) in the time-modulated region. Along the entirex
axis, the wave functionc(x,t,mn) can be written in the fol-
lowing form:

c~x,t,mn!

5e2 imntH eik(mn)x1(
m

r m~mn!e2 ik(mn1mv)xe2 imvtJ
if x,2

L

2
, ~4a!

c~x,t,mn!5E deH Ã~e!expF ik~e!S x2
2E 0

v2
cos~vt !D G

1B̃~e!expF2 ik~e!S x2
2E 0

v2
cos~vt !D G J

3 expF2 i S e1
E 0

2

2v2D tGexpF iE 0
2

4v3
sin~2vt !G if uxu,

L

2
,

~4b!

c~x,t,mn!5(
m

tm~mn!eik(mn1mv)xe2 i (mn1mv)t if x.
L

2
.

~4c!

Herek(e)5Ae denotes the effective wave vector alongx̂ for
an electron with energye. To facilitate the matching of the
wave functions at all times, we writeÃ(e) and B̃(e) in the
form

F̃~e!5(
m
F~m!dS e1

E 0
2

2v2
2mn2mv D , ~5!

whereF̃(e) refers to eitherÃ(e) or B̃(e). Substituting Eq.
~5! into Eq. ~4c! and using the identities exp@2izsin(vt)#
5(mJm(z)exp(2imvt), and exp@2izcos(vt)#5(mJm(z)
(2i)mexp(imvt), where Jm(z) is a Bessel function, the
boundary conditions forc(x,t,mn), which is continuous at
x56L/2, and for the derivative ofc(x,t,mn) given by

2
]c

]x U
x56L/21d

1
]c

]xU
x56L/22d

7
iE0

v
sin~vt !cS x56

L

2
,t,mnD50 ~6!

can be imposed. After some algebra, we obtain the equat
relating A(m), B(m), and the transmission coefficien
tm(mn) given by
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tm~mn!eik(mn1mv)L/25(
m8

A~m8!eib(mn1m8v)L/2(
r

JrS E 0
2

4v3D Jm82m22rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~2 i !m82m22r

1(
m8

B~m8!e2 ib(mn1m8v)L/2(
r

JrS E 0
2

4v3D Jm2m812rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~2 i !m2m812r , ~7!

k~mn1mv!tm~mn!eik(mn1mv)L/25(
m8

A~m8!eib(mn1m8v)L/2(
r

JrS E 0
2

4v3D H b~mn1m8v!Jm82m22rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G

3~2 i !m82m22r1
iE0

2v
Jm82m22r 21F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G

3~2 i !m82m22r 212
iE0

2v
Jm82m22r 11F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~2 i !m82m22r 11J

2(
m8

B~m8!e2 ib(mn1m8v)L/2(
r

JrS E 0
2

4v3D H b~mn1m8v!Jm2m812rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G

3~ i !m2m812r2
iE0

2v
Jm2m812r 11F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~ i !m2m812r 111

iE0

2v
Jm2m812r 21

3F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~ i !m2m812r 21J , ~8!

and

2dm,0k~mn!e2 ik(mn)L/25(
m8

A~m8!e2 ib(mn1m8v)L/2(
r

JrS E 0
2

4v3D HK n
1~m,m8!Jm82m22rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G

3~2 i !m82m22r1
iE0

2v
Jm82m22r 21F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~2 i !m82m22r 212

iE0

2v
Jm82m22r 11

3F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~2 i !m82m22r 11J 1(

m8
B~m8!eib(mn1m8v)L/2(

r
JrS E 0

2

4v3D
3HK n

2~m,m8!Jm2m812rF2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~ i !m2m812r1

iE0

2v
Jm2m812r 11F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G

3~ i !m2m812r 112
iE0

2v
Jm2m812r 21F2E 0

v2
b~mn1m8v!G ~ i !m2m812r 21J , ~9!
e

d
v

y

are
where b(e)5k@e2E 0
2/(2v2)# and K n

6(m,m8)5k(mn

1mv)6b(mn1m8v). Equations~7!–~9! show that the co-
efficients depend on the field amplitudeE0, the photon fre-
quencyv, the rangeL of the time-modulated region, and th
transverse confinement parametervy .

The zero-temperature conductance is given by

G5
2e2

h (
n50

N21

(
m

8Tn
m , ~10!

whereN denotes the total number of propagating subban
and the primed summation indicates that the summation o
the sidebands includes only those sideband processesm of
s,
er

which k(mn1mv) is real. The transmission probabilityTn
m

for an electron that is incident in the subbandn and emerges
the sidebandm from the time-modulated region is given b

Tn
m5Fk~mn1mv!

k~mn! G utm~mn!u2. ~11!

Solving Eqs. ~7!–~9! we obtain the coefficientstm(mn),
A(m), and B(m). The reflection coefficientr m(mn) is also
calculated, and the conservation of current is checked.

In our numerical examples, the physical parameters
chosen to be that in a high mobility GaAs-AlxGa12xAs het-
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erostructure, with a typical electron densityn;2.5
31011 cm22 and m* 50.067me . Correspondingly, we
chose an energy unitE* 5\2kF

2/(2m* )59 meV, a length
unit a* 51/kF579.6 Å, a frequency unitv* 5E* /\513.6
THz, and the field amplitudeE0 in units of 11.3 kV/cm. In
the following, the dependence ofG on m is more conve-
niently plotted as the dependence ofG on X, where the inte-
gral value of

X5
m

D«
1

1

2
~12!

gives the number of propagating channels. HereD«52vy is
the subband energy-level spacing.

We present theG characteristics for three field ampl
tudes, withE0 5 0.004, 0.005, and 0.006 in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!.
Here we have chosenvy50.035, such that the subban
energy-level spacingD«50.07 and the effective narrow con
striction width is of the order 103 Å. We also chose the field
frequencyv 5 0.042 (n5v/2p> 91 GHz! and the length
of the time-modulated regionL5120 (.1 mm). In theG
versusX curves,Dm5\v corresponds toDX5v/D«50.6.
In addition,m is at theNth subband bottom whenX5N.

From Fig. 2,G is found to exhibit two types of suppresse
features—the valleylike structures in the plateau regions
the suppressed features near each integral value ofX. The
valleylike structures start with a cusp, atX51.6, 2.6, and
3.6, and end at an abrupt rise inG, at aroundX1DXV ,
whereDXV50.065, 0.101, and 0.146, in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. On

FIG. 2. ConductanceG as a function ofX for frequencyv
50.042 andvy50.035 such thatDX50.6 whenm is changed by
\v. The length of the time-modulated region is chosen to beL
5120 (.1 mm). The amplitudes of the electric field are~a! E0,
0.004 (. 33.9 V/cm!; ~b! E050.005 (.56.5 V/cm!; and ~c! E0

50.006 (.67.8 V/cm!. The curves are vertically offset for clarity
d

the other hand, the suppressed features near each int
value of X start atX5N, whereG’s suppression is large
with uDGu&2e2/h, and end at aroundN1DXV , whereG
rises abruptly.

It is important to note that the widthsDXV of both types
of the suppressed features are the same on the same
when onlym, or X, is varying. Furthermore, these suppress
features are sensitive to the amplitudeE0 and the frequency
v of the time-modulated field. In particular, we deduce, fro
our numerical results, an explicit field-dependent express
DXV5E 0

2/(2v2D«) for the widths of these suppressed fe
tures. These findings aboutDXV suggest that the widths fo
both types of the suppressed features must have been ca
by the same physical factor.

To probe further into this physical factor, we would lik
to bring attention to two more facts. The first one is about
X locations of the cusps in the valleylike structures, whi
are atN1DX. Recalling thatDX corresponds to an energ
of \v, the incident electron in theNth subband, and in this
energym, can make an intrasubband transition to its unp
turbed subband bottom by emitting one\v. Such intra-
subband transitions to a subband bottom have been show
give rise to dip structures inG when a time-modulated po
tential acts upon a narrow channel.27 These dip structures
signify the trapping of the carriers by the QBS formed ju
beneath the subband bottom. Hence, the cusps in the va
like structures must also be a manifestation of the QBS f
ture. However, the QBS feature found in this work is qu
different from a dip structure. Instead of havingG drops and
rises within a very narrow energy width,G drops gradually
over an energy intervalDXV before it rises again abruptly
Thus, even though both longitudinally polarized tim
dependent fields and time-modulated potentials invoke o
intrasubband transitions, they have different effects on
quantum transport.

The second fact we want to bring attention to is the os
latory features inG. These oscillations are harmonics th
arise from multiple scatterings between the two ends of
time-modulated region. The oscillation amplitudes increa
with the field amplitudeE0 while the oscillation pattern re
mains essentially the same. These harmonic oscillations
pear and trail, on the higher-energy ends, every suppre
feature inG. In each of these oscillation patterns, the loc
tionsDXn of the peaks, referenced to the higher-energy e
of the corresponding suppressed features, agree quite rea
ably with that of the harmonic peaks, whichDXn are given
by (np/L)2/D« and are of values 0.01, 0.039, 0.088, 0.15
0.245, and 0.353 in Fig. 2. The locationsXn of these har-
monic peaks, whether they are atXn5(N1DXV)1DXn or
at Xn5(N1DXV)1DX1DXn , suggest the existence of a
effective subband threshold atN1DXV . The latter harmonic
peaks are from electrons that have emitted an energyDX.
Hence for each subband there are two thresholds; the un
turbed threshold atX5N and the effective threshold atX
5N1DXV .

From the above results, we are led to the conclusion
a potential barrier of heightDXV , in units of D«, must be
involved. Such a potential barrier is found to originate fro
the longitudinally polarized time-modulated electric field.
the region acted upon by the time-modulated electric fie
the vector potentialA contributes anA2 term, given by
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1834 PRB 60C. S. TANG AND C. S. CHU
@E0 sin(vt)/v#2, in the Hamiltonian in Eq.~1!. This term can
be written in the form (E 0

2/2v2)@12cos(2vt)#, which con-
sists of a term for the potential and a term that gives rise
2v processes. This is also the reason why suchE 0

2/(2v2)
term appears in Eq.~3!.

We have checked the above findings by solving the pr
lem differently. Instead of describing the electric field by t
vector potentialA, we invoke a scalar potential of the form
given by 2E0(x1L/2) cos(vt)Q(L/22uxu)
2E0L cos(vt)Q(x2L/2). The method of solution is also dif
ferent, which involves an extension of the scattering ma
approach to this time-dependent problem.33 The results from
both methods of solution are the same. Thus we have es
lished all the features found in this work.

The existence of the static effective potential barr
E 0

2/(2v2) due to the time-modulated electric field is not
all obvious if the electric field is represented by a sca
potential. It is natural, though, if the vector potential we
invoked. Our previous studies show that a uniform oscill
ing potential alone does not produce an effective static
tential barrier. The effective potential must then come fro
the longitudinal spatial variation in the oscillating scalar p
tential. On the other hand, we may ask whether similar f
tures can be found when a uniform oscillating potential a
concurrently with a static potential barrier upon the const
tion. We have calculatedG for this case and find also in i
both types of the suppressed features.33 These understand
ings together provide us a coherent picture for the featu
found in this work.

The physical picture for the features inG is summarized
in the following. As the longitudinally polarized time
modulated electric field acts upon the constriction, an eff
tive potentialDXV is induced in the time-modulated regio
thus setting up an effective potential barrier. The effect
potential barrier causes a transmittingNth subband electron
with incident energyN<X,N1DXV , to transmit via direct
tunneling, or to transmit via assisted transmission by abs
ing mDX. The time-modulated region is very long so th
transmission via direct tunneling is totally suppressed, le
ing to the largeG suppression. For the assisted transmiss
the electron has to tunnel into the time-modulated region
before it can absorb the needed energy. In Fig. 2,DXV
,DX, the minimum energy needed isDX. As X increases
from N to N1DXV , the electron can tunnel deeper into t
time-modulated region, so that the extent it obtains as
tance is increased. Subsequently,G increases monotonically
The value ofG saturates nearN1DXV , showing that the
saturated value ofG, which increases withE0, is a measure
of the effectiveness of the assisted process. In addition, thX
region betweenN and N1DXV is tunneling dominated, a
shown by the absence of the harmonic structures.

When X increases beyondN1DXV , direct transmission
process opens up, andG rises abruptly. Meanwhile, the elec
tron with kinetic energyX2(N1DXV) can perform multiple
scattering between the two ends of the time-modulated
gion. This gives rise to the harmonic structures inG. WhenX
is equal toN1DX, a new process comes into play, andG
exhibits a cusp structure. The electron can emitDX and
reaches the QBS that is formed just beneath the subb
bottom outside the time-modulated region. Again tunnel
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is involved, because the electron in the time-modulated
gion has to emitDX first, then tunnels out of the time
modulated region before it can reach the QBS. This proc
leads to a suppression inG, and it occurs more on the side o
the time-modulated region where the electron is incid
upon. This emit-then-tunnel process dominates theG charac-
teristics in the regionN1DX<X<N1DX1DXV . Within
this X region, the tunneling range of the emit-then-tunn
process increases withX, so is the extent that the electron
involved in this process. Hence the suppression inG in-
creases monotonically until its saturation nearN1DXV
1DX. The maximum suppression inG is a measure of the
effectiveness of the induced emission process. The ab
rise inG at N1DXV1DX demonstrates that there is anoth
QBS formed just beneath the effective subband threshol
the time-modulated region. The valleylike suppressed fea
is resulted from the combined effects of the two QBS’s.
nally, beyond N1DXV1DX, the harmonic structure is
dominated by the electrons that have emittedDX.

In Fig. 3, we present theG characteristics for three
lengths L of the time-modulated region withL560, 120,
and 250 in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. Here we have chosenv5vy
50.07, such thatD«50.14 andDX50.5. The electric-field
amplitudeE050.014 such thatDXV50.143. All the features
discussed above can be found in these curves. In addi
except for the harmonic structures, the insensitivity of the
features toL is clearly shown. The features will becom
sensitive toL only when it is short enough to allow appre
ciable direct tunneling.

FIG. 3. ConductanceG as a function ofX for frequencyv
50.07 andvy50.07 such thatDX50.5 whenm is changed by\v.
The field amplitude is chosen to beE050.014 (.158.2 V/cm!.
The lengths of the time-modulated regions are:~a! L560
(.0.5 mm); ~b! L5120 (.1mm); and ~c! L5250 (.2 mm).
The curves are vertically offset for clarity.
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We note here that for the observation of the above p
dicted effects, the experimental setup needs to fulfill t
requirements. First, the bolometric effect due to the abso
tion of photons in the QPC’s end electrodes has to be s
pressed or totally eliminated. Recent experiments show
the transport characteristics are masked by the bolom
effect when the entire QPC, including the end electrodes
exposed to the incident electromagnetic field.34 Second, in
the above numerical examples, the lengthL of the region
acted upon by the electromagnetic field is shorter than
wavelength of the incident field. The purpose is to incre
the coupling between the electrons and the photons by br
ing the longitudinal translational invariance. That the co
pling between the photon field and the conduction electr
can be much enhanced, when either the electrons are
fined or the electromagnetic field has a localized profile,
been pointed out recently by Yakuboet al.35 Thus the QPC
needs to be in the near-field regime of the electromagn
field.

We suggest accordingly an experimental setup as sh
schematically in Fig. 4. Two Nb thin films separated by

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of our suggested experimen
setup. Two Nb thin films separated between them by a submic
sized gap are deposited on top of the split gate device. These
are at a submicron distance vertically above the split gates.
films and the split gates are separated by an insulating layer. In
numerical results, the incident electromagnetic waves are take
be in the millimeter wave regime.
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submicron gap are deposited on top of the split gate dev
The films and the split gates are separated by an insula
layer of submicron thickness. The QPC, indicated by
shaded area, is then within the near-field regime when a
limeter electromagnetic wave is incident normally upon t
device. For our purpose here, the incident field is longitu

nally polarized, that is, the electric field is along thex̂ direc-
tion. With this polarization, the two Nb films can function a
an antenna. Since the QPC is in the near-field region of
antenna, the longitudinal field in the narrow constriction w
have a profile localized in the longitudinal direction and is
submicron size.36

The Nb films have the added function of protecting t
end electrodes from the incident millimeter electromagne
wave. For the millimeter waves, the skin depthd5227 nm at
T510 K for a normal-state single-crystal Nb film.37 This
skin depthd is expected to decrease with temperature, and
drop rapidly for T,Tc , when the film becomes
superconducting.38 The Tc59.5 K for bulk Nb, and
\v/(2D)!1 for millimeter waves.37 Therefore, a Nb thin
film of submicron thickness should be sufficient for keepi
the electromagnetic wave from the end electrodes.

Given the availability of millimeter wave sources,39 the
suggested experimental setup would be manageable by
present nanotechnology. The features reported in this w
however, are not limited to millimeter waves.

In conclusion, we have found interesting field-sensiti
suppressed features inG when a constriction is acted upo
by a longitudinally polarized time-modulated field. The ele
tric field is shown to induce a static potential barrier, whi
results in two QBS’s for each subband. The interesting fie
sensitive suppressed features occur whenever an electro
make intra-subband transition to the energies in between
of the two QBS’s. In addition, we have demonstrated
nontrivial role thatA2 plays in affecting the quantum trans
port. We believe that the mechanisms studied in this w
should find their way of manifestation in other time
modulated phenomena in mesoscopic structures, which
tem configurations are also within reach of the present na
technology.
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